Caidan College of Heralds
c/o Martha Ranc
(909) 899-5663
dolphin@sca-caid.org

Minutes of the May 12, 2013 Meeting
Meeting commenced at 11:20 AM.
In attendance were: Cormac Crescent, Jeanne Marie Dolphin, Eridana Ambre, Manus Wintermist, Avicia Coral,
Angharat Goch ver ch Gwenhover, and Estrith Rasmussdatter. Meeting schedule: June 9th, July 14th, August
11th, September22nd, October 20th, November 10th, and December 8th (Holiday Party).
Approved submissions were forwarded to Laurel on the May 22, 2013 Letter of Intent.
From Dolphin:


From the March LoAR:
o

Two new Da'ud characters were introduced: {au} is an a marked with a breve (a short mark) and
and {uo} is u with a ring over it.

o

Pelican's name series addresses house hold names derived from people's names.

o

On the Cover Letter, Wreath discusses the proper way to draw gouttes. "Teardrop shaped gouttes
are registerable as long as they are elongated, more than twice as long as they are wide. Any other
shape will be returned after the October 2013 decision meetings."

o

The reserved charge for the Order of the Pelican has been changed from (Tinctureless) A chapeau
to (Fieldless) A cap of maintenance gules trimmed ermine and (Fieldless) A cap of maintenance
gules trimmed argent goutty de sang. Wreath While there is not usually a DC between types of
hats, only an actual cap of maintenance is considered a reserved charge.

o

Wreath ruled "popinjays when well-drawn will receive a DC from martlets, ravens, and owls. The
shape of the bill, a longer tail, red beak and feet, and a red band around the neck all serve to aid in
identification of the bird as a popinjay. This depiction does not have the red band around the
neck, but neither do all popinjays in period armorials."

May Submissions
Abigayle Murdoch - New Device. Azure, on a bend sinister between a fox's mask and a thistle argent three
mullets palewise azure
Device approved and forwarded to Laurel.
Alexander Hostilius Caidus and Katherine of Hornechurch. New Joint Badge. Sable, a mullet of four points
gules fimbriated within a bordure embattled Or
Badge approved and forwarded to Laurel
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Alexander Hostilius Caidus and Katherine of Hornechurch. - New Badge. Sable, a mullet of four points gules
fimbriated within a bordure embattled argent
Badge approved and forwarded to Laurel.
Angharat Goch verch Gwenhover – Laurel Resub Badge. (Fieldless) An attire reversed argent
Her previous submission, Vert, a stag's head cabossed and on a chief embattled argent three crescents vert, was
returned by Laurel in the August 2011 LoAR for conflict. This is a complete redesign.
Badge approved and forwarded to Laurel.
Ariana verch Gwenllian – Kingdom Resub Badge. (Fieldless) A tyger passant contourny argent
Her previous submission, (Fieldless) A mullet of seven points per pale argent and azure, was returned by Dolphin
at the Nov. 2012 CoH meeting for conflict. This is a complete redesign.
Badge approved and forwarded to Laurel.
Bernice da Venetia - New Name & New Device. Or, on a bend between a frog rampant and an ermine spot vert
three crescents Or
The submitter allows minor but not major changes. No other preferences are indicated.
Bernice is found undated in de Felice as a feminine given name. It is also found in late and grey period Italian
books at Google Books, though these all seem to be historical or Biblical treatises referring to Bernice, the
daughter of Herod. Nonetheless, we believe that this shows that Bernice was in the naming pool, though it was
rarely if ever used. Examples:


Dell'Antichita De Giudei. Libri 20. Tradotti Novamente Per M. Francesco Baldelli. Dove S'Ha' Piena
Notitia Di Quasi tutto il Testamento vecchio, e di tutte l'historie descritte da Mose nel Genesi, 1581,
http://books.google.com/books?id=U_FSAAAAcAAJ&pg=PA849. Image 1, "e tre figliuole Bernice,
Mariamme, e Drusilla," that is, "and three daughters Bernice, Mariamme, and Drusilla". This appears to
be a translation of the work of Flavius Josephus.



La biblia la quale in se contiene i sacrosanti libri del vecchio e nuouo testamento (etc.), Francesco
Brucioli, 1541, http://books.google.com/books?id=LsBIAAAAcAAJ&pg=PT848, Image 2, referring to
Agrippa and Bernice

For reference, the 1599 Geneva Bible (http://www.biblegateway.com/), Acts 25:23 has "And on the morrow when
Agrippa was come, and Bernice with great pomp, and were entered into the Common hall with the chief captains
and chief men of the city, at Festus's commandment Paul was brought forth.." Modern Italian Bibles refer to her
as Berenice.
We note that Bernice was used as an English given name in late period, as shown in the IGI, though English
names cannot be combined with Italian names.
da Venetia is a locative surname, "of Venice". Precedent states that "A period Italian locative byname referring
to Venice would be da Venezia. [Alicia Boccaccio da Venezia, 08/2002, A-Atenveldt]" and SENA Appendix A
notes "Locative bynames in the northern and central areas normally take the form da X, but de X and di X are
rarely found." The submitter's desired spelling, Venetia, is supported by "Surnames from a 16th-Century Italian
Armorial" by Coblaith Muimnech (http://www.coblaith.net/Names/ItPlace.html,copy to Laurel), which shows
Venetia as the header section the 16th C Codices inconographici (images 3 and 4).
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Name approved and forwarded to Laurel.
Device approved and forwarded to Laurel.
Bobila Alexandrou - New Name & New Device. Or, on a chevron wavy between two roses and a swan naiant
gules, two arrows with points conjoined Or
The submitter desires a feminine name and will allow minor but not major changes.
Submitted as Bobila filia Alexandrou, the submitter prefers the Greek spelling of Alexander and when contacted
verbally gave permission to drop the Latin filia for registration. We have done so to avoid the combination of
Latin and Greek in the same name element.
Bobila appears as a feminine given name in the "Common Names of Aristocracy in the Roman Empire During
the 6th and 7th Centuries" (http://heraldry.sca.org/names/byzantine/PLRE_fem_names.html) by Bardas Xiphias.
filia Alexandrou is intended to be a patronymic meaning daughter of Alexander. Alexander appears in the same
article as a given masculine name (http://heraldry.sca.org/names/byzantine/PLRE_masc_names.html). Alexandros
is found as a masculine given name dated to 1322 in "Personal Names of the Aristocracy in the Roman Empire
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During the Later Byzantine Era Precedent notes"
(http://heraldry.sca.org/names/byzantine/masc_given_names.html) by Bardas Xiphias. Per precedent, Alexandrou
is the standard genitive form of Alexandros [Kaios Alexandrou, 08/2005]. We have dropped filia in order to retain
the submitter's preferred spelling of the patronymic, Alexandrou.
Name approved and forwarded to Laurel.
Device approved and forwarded to Laurel.
Borgunna Warysdottir. New Name.
The submitter is interested in a feminine name and will accept minor but not major changes. Language and/or
culture is most important (Old Norse). Desire gender is female.
Borgunna is found in Gunnvor's article athttp://www.vikinganswerlady.com/ONWomensNames.shtml.
Warysdottir Last Name needs help but she has a link on the form
(http://www.angelfire.com/wy/svenskildbiter/Viking/viknams3.html).
Literary names are registerable for major characters, but not minor ones. The only reference we've been able to
find is a minor character mentioned once in a saga.
Name returned for lack of documentation.
Cian Dorcha - New Device. Per pale vert and sable, on a tree eradicated argent a serpent nowed vert
Device approved and forwarded to Laurel.
Cormac Macleod of Ostaig - New Device. Per chevron inverted gules and azure, a chevron inverted Or between
in chief two fish in pale contourny and in base a fish contourny argent
The color and line drawings do not match. The chevron does not match the requirements for chevrons in the May
2011 Cover Letter, and is not symmetrical. There may also be a problem with the arrangement of the secondary
charges. We encourage the submitter to use a more heraldic depiction of fish.
Device returned for redraw.
Cristal Fleur de la Mer. New Alternate Name. Primia Claudia
Per the form, the submitter is interested in a feminine name and will allow minor but not major changes. If the
name must be changed she cares most about the meaning (first daughter of Claudia), sound (unspecified), and the
language and/or culture (unspecified). Submitted as Claudia Prima, the name elements were switched to match the
order required by the name types.
The article "Roman Names" at http://www.legionxxiv.org/nomens/ shows Claudia as a feminine nomen and
Primia as a feminine praenomen.
In discussions between Crescent and the submitter during the CoH meeting, the submitter indicated that she cares
most about an authentic Roman name. She would prefer "Prima" as a spelling, if it can be found as a period
Roman name, and prefers the order as submitted, if it is authentic. The submitter specifically authorized the
change from Claudia Prima to Primia Claudia.
Regarding the source Pelican ruled in August 2011 (v. Manius Herminius Falconius):
The website "Roman Names" (http://www.legionxxiv.org/nomens/) was created by a Roman reenactment
group. It is not ideal for our purposes, as it includes name elements that cross a wide period of time and space
without further information. Sometimes, data that would allow us to determine how names were constructed
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is missing; for example some praenomens were only used with specific nomens. However, as there are few
better sources that are readily available, we will continue accepting this source as documentation, though
further research by commenters may demonstrate that elements are sufficiently temporally separate that
combining them is a step from period practice.
Name approved and forwarded to Laurel.
Damaris Tregerthen - New Name
The submitter desires a feminine name. The submitter allows all changes, though she had originally marked no
major or minor changes. She initialed the change.
Damaris is found at familysearch.org as a feminine given name in late period England. Examples include:


Damaris Abbott, chr. 1593, Surrey, batch C07408-2



Damaris Isted, chr. 1580, Sussex, batch C14796-1



Damaris Pope, chr. 1580, Hertford, batch C07241-1



Damaris Banister, m. 1569, London, batch M00151-1

Additionally, Withycombe (s.n. Damaris) dates this spelling to 1597 and 1620 in Gedney, Lincolnshire.
Tregerthen is found at familysearch.org as a grey period English surname in Cornwall. Examples include:
 James Tregerthen, chr. 1624, Cornwall, batch C02299-1
 Nicholas Tregerthen, chr. 1638, Cornwall, batch P00169-1
 Thomas Tregerthen, m. 1610, Cornwall, batch M00169-1


Nycholas Tregerthen, m. 1606, Cornwall, batch M02096-1

This is not in conflict with Daenerys Targaryen, a main character from George R. R. Martin's "Song of Ice and
Fire." The given name is close in sound (changing an N sound to M), but the surname is sufficiently different to
clear conflict. Whether this is sufficiently different to avoid obtrusive modernity is left to the College of Arms.
Name approved and forwarded to Laurel.
Drugo Riquart - New Name
The submitter has indicated no preferences.
Drugo is found in IGI records as a grey period as a masculine given English name:


Drugo Whatly, chr. 1597, Wiltshire, batch C15320-1



Drugo Ellis, m. 1627, Sussex, batch M14809-1



Drugo Whateley, m. 1624, Berkshire, batch M02124-2

Riquart is found in IGI records as a late period and grey period surname:
 Jean Riquart, chr. 1593, Kent, batch C04902-1
 Judith Riquart, chr. 1595, Kent, batch C04902-1
 Elizabeth Riquart, chr. 1610, Kent, batch C04902-1
Name approved and forwarded to Laurel.
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Gaius Furius Marius – Laurel Resub Device. Sable, in pale a lowercase Greek letter alpha and a dog rampant
within a bordure Or
The submitter's device, Sable, a lowercase Greek letter alpha and a bordure Or, was returned on the November
2010 LoAR for conflict with Quinto Formaggio, Azure, the Roman numeral V and a bordure Or, and with
Martinus Draco Byzantinos, Azure, a chi-rho and a bordure Or. Wreath noted "Please instruct the submitter that,
if they wish to use a lowercase alpha in their armory, the character should be a recognizable period alpha. Several
commenters thought that this appeared to be a ribbon, not a letter." The addition of the dog clears the previous
conflicts. In March 2013 Dolphin returned Sable, a lowercase Greek letter alpha and a dog rampant within a
bordure Or for a redraw of the alpha.
Device approved and forwarded to Laurel.
Katarzyna von Buchenheim - New Name & New Device. Azure, a chief engrailed sable, overall an oak tree
issuant from an open book argent
The submitter desires a feminine name and allows all changes. If the name must be changed she cares most about
the (unspecified) meaning.
Katarzyna is found as a feminine given name in "Polish Given Names in Nazwiska Polakow" by Walraven van
Nijmegen and Arval Bencoeur (http://www.s-gabriel.org/names/walraven/polish/). The author notes: "I have
restricted myself to surnames dated in period, but the spellings I have chosen for the given names are not
necessarily period ones and in some cases are simply the standard modern forms." In the submission for Anna
Katarzyna Adamski (https://oscar.sca.org/index.php?action=145&id=14944) on Trimaris's Nov. 29, 2010 LoI
Lillia Eastern Crown documented Katarzyna to 1640 in Abramowicz et al., Słownik Historycznych Nazw
Osobowych Białostocczyzny (XV-XVII w.) Vol. 1. Instytut Filologii Wschodniosłowiańskiej Uniwersytetu w
Białymstoku (Białystok, 1997), s.n. Brzoska.
von Buchenheim is a German locative meaning "from the house of books". Examples of this byname are found
in Found in Theatrum Europaeum… by Johann Philipp Abelin et al. published 1635
(http://books.google.com/books?id=wghMAAAAcAAJ&pg=PA154), image 1, end of line 3 and in Der
Römischen Keyserlichen… by Michael Caspar Lundorp published 1625 (http://books.google.com/books?id=OJKAAAAcAAJ&pg=PA201), image 2, middle of line 3. Both refer to a Georg von Buchenheim.

German and Polish are an allowable combination per SENA Appendix C; the elements must be dated within 300
years.
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There are multiple problems with this emblazon. First, we will not register charges in trian aspect, unless they
were so depicted in period heraldry. This depiction of a book has been grounds for return in the past (e.g. Alys
Mackyntoich and Brunissende Dragonette de Brocéliande, 11/2006). Also, this violates our rule of tincture by
placing a color chief on a color field. To be registerable, an individually attested pattern (IAP) documenting this is
required. Likewise, an IAP is required for a complex charge overlaying a chief.
Name is approved and forwarded to Laurel.
Device is returned for redesign.
Lilly de Llyyn - New Name & New Device. Gules, on an open book between four fleurs-de-lys three and one Or,
in fess a natural sea-tortoise and a sea-horse gules
The submitter desires a feminine name and has indicated no other preferences. Submitted as Lyllie de Llyyn, there
were multiple versions of this name presented during internal commentary. The submitter was presented with the
various documented spellings during the CoH meeting and she indicated that she preferred Lilly. We have made
that change.
Lilly is found on familysearch.org as a feminine given name in England:


Lilly Griffine, chr. 1582, London, batch P00160-1



Lilly Welch, chr. 1597, London, batch P00160-1



Lilly Rashleigh, m. 1570, Cornwall, batch M02326-2

de Llyyn is a locative byname. Llyyn is found in the Dictionary of Place-Names of Wales by Hywel Wyn Owen
and Richard Morgan under the header LLŶN and is dated to the 15th century in the submitted spelling. Other
dated spellings include Lhein c1191, Leyn1263 (15cent.), and llyyn 14cent.

Name approved and forwarded to Laurel.
Device approved and forwarded to Laurel.
Magge Shaw - New Name Change from Giuliana Margherita Bonaccolsi
The submitter has indicated no preferences. Her previous name reg. Jan. 1997, Giuliana Margherita Bonaccolsi, is
to be released.
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Magge is found at familysearch.org as a feminine given name in late and grey period England and Scotland.
Examples include:
 Magge Dowch, chr 1579, Dorset, batch P0029901


Magge Gray, chr. 1577, Fife, Scotland, batch C10012-1



Magge Drysdall, m. 1644, Clackmannan, Scotland, batch M11468-1

Shaw is found at familysearch.org as a surname in late and grey period England


Margery Shaw, m. 1541, Lancashire, batch M00706-1



Margery Shaw, chr. 1566, Bedford, batch P00335-1



Alicia Shaw, m. 1539, Wiltshire, batch M15283-1



Johan Shaw, m. 1553, Hampshire, batch M14667-1

Name approved and forwarded to Laurel.
Pátraic Ó Ceallaigh – New Badge. Checky sable and argent, a quatrefoil slipped and a bordure vert
We believe that the placement of the stem is an artistic detail that doesn't matter. It mirrors the tertiary charges on
his registered device, Sable, on a bend sinister between two bulldog's heads caboshed argent, four quatrefoils
slipped vert, which are emblazoned the same way though they follow the line of the bend.
Badge approved and forwarded to Laurel.
Quatalina de Serena - New Device. Argent, on a pile throughout between two acorns inverted slipped and
leaved sable a squirrel argent
The submitter is advised to draw the acorns larger.
Device approved and forwarded to Laurel.
Reynold von Buchenheim - New Name & New Device. Azure, a chief engrailed sable, overall a badger
rampant contourny maintaining a sword argent
The submitter desires a masculine name and if the name must be changed he cares most about the (unspecified)
meaning.
Reynold is from "Medieval German Given Names from Silesia" by Talan Gwynek
(http://heraldry.sca.org/names/bahlow_v.htm) where it is dated to 1380.
von Buchenheim is a German locative meaning "from the house of books". Examples of this byname are found
in Found in Theatrum Europaeum… by Johann Philipp Abelin et al. published 1635
(http://books.google.com/books?id=wghMAAAAcAAJ&pg=PA154), image 1, end of line 3 and in Der
Römischen Keyserlichen… by Michael Caspar Lundorp published 1625 (http://books.google.com/books?id=OJKAAAAcAAJ&pg=PA201), image 2, middle of line 3. Both refer to a Georg von Buchenheim.
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There are multiple problems with this emblazon. This violates our rule of tincture by placing a color chief on a
color field. To be registerable, an individually attested pattern (IAP) documenting this is required. Likewise, an
IAP is required for a complex charge overlaying a chief. There may also be a problem with the depiction of the
badger. This appears to be a honey badger, not a period European badger. There is a chance this would simply be
reblazoned as a badger and registered by Wreath, but there is also a strong possibility that it would be returned for
redraw. We recommend that the submitter use a European badger on resubmission.
Name is approved and forwarded to Laurel.
Device returned for redesign.
Roncin de Rendell – Kingdom Resub Device. Or, a lion sejant contourny dexter forepaw raised between four
roundels three and one gules each charged with a fleur-de-lis Or
His prior submission, Azure, a lion sejant contourny bendy gules and argent, maintaining a shield Or charged
with a fleur-de-lis gules, was returned by Dolphin at the March 2013 CoH meeting for presumption due to the
charged shield.
The submitter should make the lion bigger to ensure it reads as a primary charge to the secondary roundels. As is,
they seem to be co-primary charges. This arrangement is not allowed without documentation. This is therefore
returned for violation of SENA A3E1, Arrangement of Charge Groups, and A3D1, Clarity of Charge Groups
(blurring the distinction between primary and secondary charge groups).
It appears to be clear of conflict.
Device returned for redraw.
Sunnifa Jónsdóttir - New Device. Pean, on a roundel Or a domestic cat sejant gules
Device is clear, but must be returned for lack of identifiability of the cat – most of those present at the CoH
meeting identified the tertiary charge as a dog rather than a cat . We recommend that the submitter draw a few
more ermine spots.
Device returned for redraw.
Wintermist, Shire of – Release of Order Name. Guild of the Golden Mask
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This is listed in the O&A as an order name. The June 1990 LoAR doesn't specify what type of name it was
registered as the LoI (https://oscar.sca.org/dis-onefile.php?W=LoI/Caid/1990_03_12/page_06.jpg) indicates it
was submitted as an order name. It will be listed on the LoI as a release of order name to match the O&A entry.
The release letter is signed by the seneschal.
Release approved and forwarded to Laurel.
Wintermist, Shire of – Laurel Resub Household Badge for the Company of the Gillyflower. Argent, a gillyflower
within a bordure invected gules
The household name was registered in December 2012. Their most recent submission, Argent, three gillyflowers
gules, was returned on the Feb. 2013 LoAR for conflict with Elien Rosamund, Per pale raguly argent and azure,
to dexter three gillyflowers gules, seeded Or, slipped, leaved conjoined to one stem, vert. The addition of the
bordure clears that conflict.
Badge approved and forwarded to Laurel.
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